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Abstract
Different algorithms, which take both links and link weights into account for the community structure of weighted
networks, have been reported recently. Based on the measure of similarity among community structures introduced in our
previous work, in this paper, accuracy and precision of three algorithms are investigated. Results show that Potts model
based algorithm and weighted extremal optimization (WEO) algorithm work well on both dense or sparse weighted
networks, while weighted Girvan–Newman (WGN) algorithm works well only for relatively sparse networks.
r 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, more and more systems in many different ﬁelds are depicted as complex networks. Recent
empirical studies on networks display that there are communities in social networks, metabolic networks,
economic networks [1–6] and so on. The community structure is an important character to understand the
functional properties of complex networks. For instance, in food web, communities reveal the subsystems of
ecosystem [7]. In the world wide web, the community analysis has found thematic groups [8,9]. E-mail network
can be divided into departmental groups whose work is distinct and the communities reveal organization
structures [10,11]. In biochemical or neural networks, communities may correspond to functional groups [5].
The deep understanding on community structure will make us comprehend and analyze the characteristics of
systems better.
Intuitively, community structure in binary networks is groups of network vertices where links within same
group are much denser than links between different groups. In order to evaluate community structure in
networks, the modularity, as a mathematic form, is suggested by Girvan and Newman [12], then a fast
algorithm based on maximizing the modularity Q is proposed [13]. Binary networks focus on the existence of
connections and neglect the strength of links. However, it has been widely recognized that many real networks
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are intrinsically weighted. Link weights (strength of connections) indicate particularly close connections or
similarity between vertices. Obviously, strength of connections has important effect on community structure.
Given the same topological structure, different assignments of link weights may result in different community
structures. For example, consider the family structure of human society, say a; b form a family ab and a=b’s
parents and brothers/sisters form family A=B. Ignoring the strength of connections we will naturally get two
groups a þ A and b þ B. We are not saying the above structure is wrong, but not as detailed and clear as the
three group structure A; B; ab, which can only be shown after considering strength of connections. Therefore
pursuing algorithms detecting community structure for weighted networks is a valuable task. And community
structure of weighted networks could give us better understanding for real functional groups. In a sense,
detecting weighted community structure is to maximize the weighted modularity Qw [13]:


T iT j
1 X
w
wij 
(1)
Q ¼
dðci ; cj Þ,
2T ij
2T
whereP
wij representsPthe link weight (similarity weight) between nodes i and j, T i is the vertex weight of node i:
T i ¼ j wij , T ¼ 12 ij wij is the sum of all link weights in networks, and ci shows that vertex i belongs to
community ci .
Many algorithms for community identiﬁcation have been proposed recently [1,13–28]. They detect
communities according to topological structures or dynamical behaviors of networks. Most of them are
developed for binary networks. But some of them can be generalized to weighted networks. For example, in its
binary version, GN algorithm [1] is based on the link betweenness. However, when the link weight is taken
into account, Newman has already generalized GN algorithm [29], which adds only the extra operation of
dividing the unweighted link betweenness by the link weight. Similarly, binary Potts model based algorithm
[24] can be generalized to its weight version by relating coupling strength J ij to similarity link weight wij . And
extremal optimization (EO) [25] can be generalized to weighted extremal optimization (WEO) algorithm, when
the object function modularity Q is replaced by the weighted modularity Qw .
However, since there are so many methods proposed, we should ask that which method is more appropriate
for detecting communities. There have been discussions on sensitivity and computational cost of those
algorithms on binary networks (see Ref. [30] and its references). Here we are going to discuss performance
of their weighted version, namely weighted GN (WGN) algorithm [29], weighted Potts model and
(WEO) methods. These three algorithms stand for three different approaches: topological structure based
(WGN), dynamics based, and modularity based. We will discuss these three algorithms brieﬂy in the next
section.
We deﬁne accuracy and precision of a method to evaluate the performance of an algorithm. As what have
been done by previous studies, we can apply these approaches on some ad hoc networks with a well known,
ﬁxed community structures [1]. Then accuracy means the consistence when the community structure from
algorithm is compared with the presumed communities, and precision is the consistence among the community
structures from different runs of an algorithm on the same network. The question about how to quantitatively
measure the difference between two community structures has already be discussed before. Newman described
a method to calculate the sensitivity of algorithms [13]. Danon et al proposed a measurement IðA; BÞ based on
information theory [30]. These two measurements mainly focus on the proportion of nodes which are correctly
grouped. We proposed a similarity function S to measure the difference between partitions [31]. The function
S integrates the information about the proportion of nodes co-appearance in pair groups of A; B and the total
number of communities. Starting from two community structures fA1 ; A2 ; . . . AK g and fB1 ; B2 ; . . . BM g over the
same set N, ﬁrstly, we can get similarities of every pair of groups by similarity function,
sij ¼

jAi \ Bj j
.
jAi [ Bj j

(2)

For each group in community A, we can ﬁnd its counterpart in community B by the maximum of similarity
measurement. It identiﬁes the correspondence between As and Bs. Then, for each pair of groups, the similarity
sl of Al and Bl can be given by Eq. (2). The number of communities is usually different. It means some Al do
not have any counterparts. In this case, the counterparts of these communities are considered as an empty
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set F, so sl is equal to 0. And the total similarity can be calculated as
PmaxðK;MÞ
S¼

sl
l¼1
.
maxðK; MÞ

(3)

Here, we use the similarity function S to quantify the difference of different partitions.
This paper is organized as following. To draw a general conclusion and know the conditions effecting the
performance of algorithms, we need some weighted networks with well-known community structures. In the
next section, we generate lots of idealized networks to discuss the problem systematically. After introducing
the algorithms brieﬂy in Section 2.1, we present the performance of the binary version of those three
algorithms in Section 2.2. The results consistent with the previous studies. That suggests the similarity function
serves well as the measurement of difference between communities. Then we generate more ideal ad hoc
weighted networks with different strength of connections to compare those three algorithms more throughout.
The conclusion conﬁrms that WGN performs well when binary connections is clear enough to show the
community structure, while Potts and WEO are more robust even when the community structure is not clear
when only binary connections are considered. In Section 2.4, we use an extreme case, a complete graph but
with different link weights, to discuss the accuracy and precision of those algorithms. From the above
investigations, we ﬁnd that except WGN algorithm, a high precision of Potts and WEO algorithm implies the
existence of community structure. So the concept of precision for Potts and WEO algorithm is not only just
for the discussion of algorithm performance, but also an indicator of the existence of community structure.
Then in Section 3, we apply above algorithms on Rhesus monkey network to get some empirical results. The
community structure of the monkey network has already been studied by Newman [29] through WGN
algorithm. Here we run Potts and WEO algorithms on it and compare their accuracies and precisions. The
results reveal again that for such a dense weighted network, Potts and WEO perform better than WGN. Some
remarks are given in Section 4.
2. Results based on idealized ad hoc networks
2.1. Brief introduction for the methods of community identification
In this paper, we mainly discuss the performance of WGN algorithm, Potts model algorithm, and WEO
algorithm in weighted networks.
The WGN algorithm is based on the concept of edge betweenness. The betweenness of an edge in network,
generalized based on Freemans betweenness centrality [32], is deﬁned as the number of the shortest paths
passing through it [1]. It is very clear that edges, which connect communities, have a larger betweenness value,
as all shortest paths that connect nodes in different communities have to run along it. By removing the edge
with the largest betweenness at each step, the whole network can be gradually split into isolated components
or communities [1]. Taking link weights into account, this idea has been generalized to weighted networks [29]
as following. Firstly, we calculate the link betweenness Bij of all edges in nonweight networks. Then we divide
each betweenness Bij by link weight wij of the corresponding edge. Next, we remove the link with the highest
B
value wijij , recalculate the betweenness, and repeat till all edges are removed. In addition, we also use weighted
modularity Qw (Eq. (1)) to judge community divisions in weighted networks.
For Potts model algorithm, the community coincides with the domain of equal spin value in the minima of
modiﬁed Potts spin glass Hamiltonian. The node in networks just be looked as the electron with spin elected
from q spin states. The link correspond to the reciprocity between electrons. This will allow us to partition the
communities of a network onto the magnetic domains in the ground state or in local minima of a suitable
Hamiltonian. For this purpose, a global constraint that forces the spins into communities is appended to the
q-state Potts Hamiltonian [24],
H¼

X
ði;jÞ2E

J ij dsi sj þ g

q
X
ns ðns  1Þ
s¼1

2

,

(4)
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where, si denotes the individual
number of spins
P spins which are allowed to take q values 1 . . . q, ns denotes the
2hJ ij iM
that have spin s such that qs¼1 ns ¼ N, J ij is the ferromagnetic interaction strength, g ¼ NðN1Þ
is a positive
parameter determined by total number of nodes N and total number of links M. To practically ﬁnd or
approximate the ground state of system, a simple Metropolis algorithm could be employed. The system is
cooled down using a decrement function for the temperature of the form T kþ1 ¼ aT k with a ¼ 0:99. For
weighted networks, J ij can be taken as similarity link weight. Then Potts model algorithm can be easily applied
to weighted networks.
The EO algorithm uses a heuristic search to optimize the modularity Q by dividing network into groups
[25]. When this method is generalized to weighted networks, Q is replaced by Qw as the global variable to
optimize. Rewriting Eq. (1) as
X
ðewrr  ðawr Þ2 Þ,
(5)
Qw ¼
r

P
¼
where
i ; rÞdðcj ; rÞ is the fraction of summation of link weight that connect two nodes inside the
ij wij dðc
P
1
community r, awr ¼ 2T
i T i dðci ; rÞ is the fraction of summation of vertex weight of community r. While the
value of each node contributing to weighted modularity Qw can be deﬁned as
ewrr

1
2T

qwi ¼ T rðiÞ  T i awrðiÞ ,

(6)

nodes in the
where T rðiÞ is the summation of link weight that a node i belonging to a community r has
P with
1
w
same community, and T i is the vertex weight of node i. So the modularity Qw is Qw ¼ 2T
i qi . Rescaling the
local variable qwi by the vertex weight of node i, the contribution of node i to the weighted modularity is
deﬁned as
lwi ¼

T rðiÞ
qwi
¼
 awrðiÞ
Ti
Ti

(7)

lwi is normalized in the interval ½1; 1. It gives the relative contributions of individual nodes to the community
structure. So it could be considered as the ﬁtness of a node involved in the WEO process. The process of
detecting community structure by WEO is as follows:
1. Initially, split randomly the whole network into two groups with similar number of nodes.
2. At each time step, move the node with the lower ﬁtness from one group to the other. After each movement,
recalculate the ﬁtness of every node based on Eq. (7).
3. Repeat process 2 until a maximum value of Qw is reached. After that, proceed recursively with every group.
When the modularity Qw cannot be improved, the process will ﬁnish.
In order to escape from local maxima, WEO algorithm adopts t-EO method [33]. The node is selected
according to the following probability:
PðqÞ / qt ,

(8)

where q is the rank number of node according to their ﬁtness values, and t1 þ 1= lnðNÞ is related with the
network size N.
Recently, Reichardt and Bornholdt indicates that Potts Hamiltonian is a special cases of the modularity
(Eq. (1)) at some conditions [34],
Qw ¼ 

1
Hfsg.
M

(9)

So even the motivation of above two algorithms are different, the Potts model algorithm and the EO
algorithm are both algorithms that maximize modularity. The difference between them is only that they use
different algorithms to ﬁnd the maximum modularity. Potts model algorithm is a thermal exploration
(Metropolis or Monte-Carlo heat-bath algorithm with simulated annealing). While the EO algorithm explores
the maxima of global variable by moving the node with the lower ﬁtness (extremal) from one partition to the
other directly.
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2.2. Results on binary ad hoc networks
Discussion in this subsection is totally not new. It is rather a repeat of works done in Ref. [30], but here we
use similarity measurement S to discuss the accuracy and precision. However, by doing so we notice two
things that ﬁrst our measure S services well for its purpose and community structure becomes ambiguous
when kinter is too large.
In order to investigate the performance of algorithms, ad hoc networks is ﬁrstly introduced by Newman [1]
and used by many other authors [24,25,30]. Each network consists of n ¼ 128 vertices, which divided into four
groups of 32 nodes. Vertices are assigned to groups and are randomly connected to vertices of the same group
by an average of hkintra i links and to vertices of different groups by an average of hkinter i links. The average
degree of all vertices are ﬁxed, namely hkintra i þ hkinter i ¼ 16. It is obvious that with hkinter i increasing, the
communities become more diffuse and it becomes more difﬁcult to detect the communities.
From Fig. 1 we can see that for small hkinter i, there are no discrimination among results from WGN, Potts
and WEO algorithms. But for large hkinter i, WGN is stable but its accuracy drops quite quickly. However,
Potts model and WEO algorithm are ﬂuctuant when hkinter i is large, though their accuracy are acceptable even
for quite large hkinter i.
2.3. Results on weighted ad hoc networks
In weighted networks, we use similarity link weight to describe the closeness of relations between vertices.
The larger the link weight is, the closer the relation is. Under the basic construction of ad hoc network
described above, the intragroup link weight is assigned as wintra , while the intergroup link weight is assigned as
winter . In practice, the relationship among the nodes in groups is usually much closer than the relationship
between groups. So winter is normally less than wintra . Similarly with hkintra i þ hkinter i ¼ 16, we require the link
weight on intra and inter links follow the constraint:
hwintra i þ hwinter i ¼ 2,

(10)

where hwintra i (hwinter i) is the average of all intragroup (intergroup) link weights. Usually, link weights obey a
distribution, even a special kind of distribution, for example, a power-law distribution. Here for simplicity, we
assign the same weight winter ¼ w to all intergroup links, and assign the same weight wintra ¼ 2  w to all

a

b

Fig. 1. Algorithm performance as applied to ad hoc networks with n ¼ 128 and four communities of 32 nodes each. Total average degree
is ﬁxed to 16. (a) Comparing precision of the algorithm by several results on same ad hoc networks. (b) Comparing accuracy using ad hoc
networks with presumed community structure. The x-axis is the average of connections between nodes in different groups hkinter i. Each
point is an average over 20 networks and 10 runs each.
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intragroup links. This means our above equation just simply becomes
wintra þ winter ¼ 2.

(11)

Later we also try the uniform distribution cases. However, we will see that results from this case have no
qualitative difference with the one with d distribution.
In the following numerical investigations, we ﬁrst get 20 realizations of idealized ad hoc networks under the
same conditions. Then we run each algorithm to ﬁnd communities in each network 10 times. Based on these
results, using the similarity function S, comparing each pair of these 10 community structures and averaging
over the 20 networks (average of totally C 210  20 ¼ 900 results) we could get the precision of the algorithm.
Comparing each divided groups with the presumed structures, we can get the accuracy of the algorithm by
averaging these 10  20 ¼ 200 results.
When hkinter i is small, community structure can be detected just from its binary correspondence of the
weighted networks—simply its binary network when mentioned in the future. In this case, we know that the
community structure is dominated by links. Therefore, in this case, when winter p1, there is no ambiguity in
community structure. In other hand, when hkinter i is too large, the communities is very diffuse in binary
networks and of course it is impossible to ﬁnd communities correctly by any algorithms. So the interesting
things happen when hkinter i  hkintra i, where the link weights play a crucial role in the partition of
communities. Hopefully, one would like to predict that when winter owintra the community structure should still
be clear. Therefore, if algorithm is good then precision and accuracy of the community structure should still be
good. However, we ﬁnd from Fig. 2 that accuracy of WGN decrease much faster than the others although its
precision stays almost constant. We can see that even when winter around 0.8 both precision and accuracy of
Potts model and WEO algorithms are still quite good.
Another interesting case is hkinter iohkintra i but hwinter i4hwintra i, where information from connection and
weight are in some kinds of contradiction. This is investigated in Fig. 3 along with the trivial case that
hkinter iohkintra i and hwinter iohwintra i.
Next we use ad hoc networks with uniform distribution of link weights. For a given network topology with
certain hkinter i, weights are taken randomly from the interval ½hwintra i  0:25; hwintra i þ 0:25 and
½hwinter i  0:25; hwinter i þ 0:25, respectively, for intragroup connections and intergroup connections. With
changing its average value, we can also get the performance of algorithms under different conditions. The
results are summarized in Fig. 4. They are qualitatively similar with the above results.

a

b

Fig. 2. The inﬂuence of weight on community structure when hkinter i ¼ hkintra i ¼ 8, where link weight could play crucial role. winter changes
from 0.05 to 1. We see that accuracy of WGN drops much faster than the others, and precision and accuracy of Potts and WEO are still
good around winter ¼ 0:8.
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b

Fig. 3. Precision and accuracy of algorithms when hkinter i is equal to 4. We see in the regime connection and weight are
consistent(winter o1) all algorithms work well, but in the contradictory regime(winter 41), Potts and WEO perform better than WGN.

a

b

Fig. 4. The performance of algorithms with uniform distributed link weights. hkinter i is equal to 8. The results are qualitatively similar with
Fig. 2.

Although we focus on performance of algorithms, but a byproduct of this discussion is that we ﬁnd that the
precision of Potts/WEO algorithm may serve as an indicator of existence and distinctness of community
structures in networks. Precision near 1 means there is distinct community structure and precision near 0
indicates there is no well-divided community structure.
2.4. Results on complete weighted networks
An extreme idealized example is the complete network. In complete networks, we use uniform distribution
of link weights. Weights are taken randomly from the interval ½hwintra i  0:25; hwintra i þ 0:25 and ½hwinter i
0:25; hwinter i þ 0:25, respectively, for intragroup connections and intergroup connections. WGN algorithm
works well when hwinter i5hwintra i, but its accuracy declines to almost zero when hwinter i is greater than 0.5.
While from Fig. 5, we can see that Potts and WEO algorithms perform quite well even for this extreme case.
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a

b

Fig. 5. Precision and accuracy of WGN, Potts and WEO algorithms in complete networks with presumed communities. When
hwinter iohwintra i, Potts and WEO algorithms both ﬁnd the groups correctly.

3. Community structure in Rhesus monkey network
To investigate the performance of algorithms, we need also apply them to real weighted networks with
known community structures. There are not so many real networks with reliable record of community
structures. One example is Rhesus monkey network which is studied by Sade [35] in 1972. This network is
based on observations of group F Cayo Santiago, in which 38 monkeys comprise 6 genealogies and 2 nonnatal
males (066 and R006). The grooming episodes of monkeys were registered between 14th June and 31st July
1963, just prior to the mating season on Cayo Santiago. The network showed the information of members,
who were 4 years old or older in 1963. Links denote grooming behavior between the monkeys and link weight
wij is the total number of instances of grooming of each monkey by each other during the period of
observation: wij ¼ wi!j þ wj!i , where wi!j represents the number of i groomed j. The network has 16 vertices
and 69 links with link weights ranging from 1 to 52. Its community structure revealed by WGN, Potts and
WEO are presented as following in Fig. 6.
Newman has illuminated its community structure by weighted WGN algorithm (see Fig. 2(b) in Ref. [29], we
have redrawn the ﬁgure as Fig. 6(a)). Here we apply Potts model and WEO algorithms in the Rhesus monkey
network. Two algorithms have been applied 20 times to get the communities. Fig. 6(b) and (c) show the result
gotten by Potts and WEO algorithm. The similarities between these three communities are: 0.65 (WEO vs. Potts),
0.22 (WEO vs. WGN), and 0.36 (Potts vs. WGN). Through more detailed comparison with the record of the
known organization of these monkeys, it could be found that results gotten by WEO and Potts are in better
consistence. The ﬁnal weighted modularity of three groups have also demonstrated this conclusion.

WGN
Potts
WEO
a

Precision

Modularity

Accuracya

1.0
0.95
1.0

0.12
0.23
0.244

Not good
Good
The best

According to our interpolation of the original record, see the following paragraph.

From the record by Sade [35], male 006 had been dominant in group since at least 1960. Male R006 had
been solitary in 1962, and joined this group in early 1963. R006 replaced 006 as dominant male in the fall of
1963. Based on the investigation of cliques, the following details can be known. The dominant male 066 was
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a

b

c

Fig. 6. (a) Community structure of Rhesus monkey network gotten by WGN algorithm given by Newman in Ref. [29]. (b) Result given by
Potts algorithm. (c) Groups gotten by WEO algorithm. Those are the results appearing with maximum probability. DL and EC were AC’s
offspring, CY and KE were 022’s offspring, and EZ and ER were brothers.

co-cliqual with the ﬁrst and second dominant females. EC, a 4-year-old male, is co-cliqual with his mother AC
and sister DL. The 4 multi-cliqual monkeys, 065, 004, AC and DL, were the 4 highest ranking females and they
formed the core of the grooming network. This can be reﬂected by community A of Fig. 6(b) and (c). EZ
occurs only in his brother ER’s clique. CN, the adult male castrate, is co-cliqual with his mother and sister,
overlapped more extensively with the cliques containing the other natal males (community D of Fig. 6 (b) and
(c) can show this detail), and might link their clique to the main group. R006, the new-natal male, at last did
not clique with the dominant and third ranking females, 065 and AC and AC’s son EC. This can be reﬂected
by community C of Fig. 6(c). In conclusion, the dominant male 066, was integrated into the core with the
females. The new male, R006, was distantly attached to the core of females. One sub-adult male, EC, was still
integrated into his genealogy. The other natal males formed a distinct sub-group. CN, the castrate, was
intermediate in his position, which overlapped that of the natal males and the female core. The community
structure found by WEO algorithm can illuminate above details well. This example together with the above
results on idealized networks suggest that WEO algorithm may be effective at ﬁnding community structure in
weighted networks.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, using the ad hoc weighted networks and the Rhesus monkey network [35], we compare
accuracy and precision of WGN, Potts and WEO algorithms. We ﬁnd that when community structure is welldeﬁned by topological linkage, all three algorithms work well. But for dense networks, when link weight plays
more important rule in network properties, Potts and WEO algorithm work better. So WGN detects welldeﬁned weighted and unweighted communities, and the other two algorithms work well in more dense
networks (with or without weights), where communities are more fuzzy.
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Another thing need to be noticed about this work is the entanglement between algorithm and network. Only
when community structure of network is clear enough and well deﬁned could we discuss the performance of
algorithm, but community structure itself sometimes can only be discovered after we apply algorithms on the
network. Therefore, when we ﬁnd that the community structure detected by an algorithm is not stable, we do
not know the unstableness ascribes the structure of network or instability of the algorithm. Fortunately, from
above investigations we ﬁnd that the precision of Potts/WEO algorithm could be used as an indicator of
existence and distinctness of communities in networks. Therefore, if the precision from Potts/WEO is too low
we will prefer to believe that the network itself has ambiguous community structure. This need to be conﬁrmed
further in the future.
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